
THE DEPARTMENT OF MANAGEMENT DIRECTOR

CONSIDERING the Law 240/2010 as modified by D.L. of February the 09th 2012, n. 5;

CONSIDERING the University Statute;

CONSIDERING the Administration, Finance and Accounting Regulations, issued with D.R. 151/int. of December the 23rd 1997 and following changes and integrations;

CONSIDERING University Regulations for Visiting Professor and Visiting Scholar, issued by D.R. 642 of 24/10/2012, modified by D.R. 271 of 02/04/2013 and by D.R. 184 of 22/03/2016;

CONSIDERING University Regulations for Short Research Fellowships awarding, issued with D.R. 399/2018 of 04/05/2018;

CONSIDERING D.D.R. nr. 1074 of 19/10/2017 which approves and finances ESF project “BUMO_BEE: Business Models for Benefit Enterprises” cod. 3706-1-1267-2017, submitted by Ca’ Foscari University Foundation as Lead Partner, with the participation of Management Department as Project Partner;

CONSIDERING the Grant Agreement rep 46/2018 prot. 12981 – III/13 of 02/03/2018, undersigned between Ca’ Foscari University Foundation and the Department of Management, for the participation to the ESF Project “BUMO_BEE: Business Models for Benefit Enterprises” cod. 3706-1-1267-2017;


CONSIDERING the Preliminary Session’s Minutes of Proceeding, rep. 03/2019 prot. 7942 – III/13 of 11/02/2019, drawn up by the Examination Board, assigned with Director Decree rep. 146/2019 prot. 7598 – III/13 of 08/02/2019;

CONSIDERING the Evaluation of Qualifications Session’s Minutes of Proceeding, providing the ranking list with the winners’ appointment, drawn up by the Examination Board, assigned with Director Decree rep. 146/2019 prot. 7598 – III/13 of 08/02/2019, attached to the present Decree;

VERIFIED the regularity of the selection;

Declares

Art. 1


Art. 2

Considering the Examination Board’s Documents, the winners are:
- BONINI BARALDI Sara;
- VERČIČ Dejan.
Art. 3
Considering the Examination Board’s Documents, there are not suitable candidates for a ranking list.

Art. 4
It is proposed to award the title of "Visiting Scholar" to the following professors for the following periods:
-prof. Sara Bonini Baraldi (Intra-University Department of Sciences, Project and Policies for the territory – University of Turin) – from 01/03/2019 to 22/05/2019, except any extensions to the project;
-prof. Dejan Verčič (Faculty of Social Sciences – University of Ljubljana) from 01/03/2019 to 22/05/2019, except any extensions to the project;

Art. 5
The Visiting Scholar Fiches are attached to the present Decree, according to D.G.R. 1267.

Art. 5
The present Decree is published on 15th February 2018

Venice, 14th February 2018

The Director of Management Department
Prof. Gaetano Zilio Grandi

Responsible for the administrative procedure
Management Department Executive Officer
Dott.ssa Sonia Pastrello
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Attached:
-CV prof. Sara Bonini Baraldi;
-CV prof. Dejan Verčič.